Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CTO_Matt says:
::stands in the secondary bridge watching his controls and sensors.  He rubs his leg every so often from the accident on the Thomas a few days ago::

MED_Utoo says:
CMO: Doctor, The captain has bee prepaired for surgery

CNS_Savar says:
::On the bridge of the Thomas, in the Counselor's chair::

CEO_JJ says:
::somewhere fixing something, mumbling to self about no sleep too much work little food, and the rest of this stuff::

FCO_Vekh says:
:: in turbolift with an antigrav pallet with supplementary material for his makeshift FCO station::

TAC_Kelor says:
::in secondary ops::

Capt_Reed says:
@::in stasis::

OPS_Danfo says:
::stands on the secondary bridge at the OPS station, very tired, has been coordinating most of the repair teams and power supplies for the station since the disaster::

CMO_Rex says:
@::beaming over to the Thomas::

FCO_Vekh says:
TL: Auxiliary OPS ::TL starts over::

TAC_Kelor says:
CTO:  Ensign Jordan Kelor reporting for duty

CNS_Savar says:
@::Looks over personel reports of the new crew members::

CSec_Arco says:
::Running a check on the internal forcefield array::

FCO_Vekh says:
:: arrives at 2nd OPS and gets out of TL::

CMO_Rex says:
@::rematerializes:: *MED* I'm on my way.

SO_Danos says:
::underneath a flickering console in the secondary ops center trying to repair the visual feed::

CEO_JJ says:
::attackes a few more wires to their ports, presses a few buttons on a PADD and sees a few things light up again::

CMO_Rex says:
@::sprints to the Thomas' sickbay::

CEO_JJ says:
attackes = attaches

FCO_Vekh says:
:: sees various officers already there working and goes to his corner with the equippment::

CNS_Savar says:
@Computer: Is there any more damage to the Thomas?

CMO_Rex says:
@::walks into sickbay:: MED: What's the Captain's condition?

MED_Utoo says:
CMO: He has a serious brain hemorage, and some severe optic nerve damage

CNS_Savar says:
@<Computer>: Nehative.

CEO_JJ says:
::decides that this panel is done:: *2nd* : Alright whoever is up there I've got a few more data trunks rerouted to the 2nd

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: A couple of frieghters are still lingering around the station with parts for the station.

OPS_Danfo says:
CEO: Jason, can you give me any more power?  I need to reroute extra energy to the forcefields to make sure they are maintained during repairs.

CTO_Matt says:
::nods to the new TAC officer as he continues to scan his console, making sure it is in working order, but, notices a glitch::  TAC:  I am noticing a glitch with the sensor display, could you see if you could fix it.

FCO_Vekh says:
:: nods to the other officers around:: Hello, how is the day going?

FCO_Vekh says:
:: start to unpack the materiel to fix::

CMO_Rex says:
@MED: I'm going to regret this. I know I'm going to regret this. But we need an extra pair of hands.

TAC_Kelor says:
CTO: I can try ::begins fixing the glitch::

FCO_Vekh says:
:: looks over the traffic report on his console :: Self: Humm, two more cargo ships. Better get them in.

CMO_Rex says:
@::sighs deeply:: Computer: Activate the EMH.

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: I will have to go to Engineering Check on things there, but I am in a Jefferies Tube between Deck ten and Eleven it will take me a few minutes to get down there

EMH says:
@Please state the nature of the medical emergency.

MED_Utoo says:
@CMO: How much medical knowledge does the help have to have?

SO_Danos says:
::winces and jumps back as a small power trunk bursts into sparks, hitting his head on a low-hanging piece of console::

CNS_Savar says:
@::Gets up to leave the Thomas::

OPS_Danfo says:
*CEO*: Copy, Chief.  Let me know as soon as you can.

CMO_Rex says:
@MED: OK, I'm going to work on the brain... you can assist the EMH with the optic nerves.

TAC_Kelor says:
CTO: Is that any better?

OPS_Danfo says:
FCO: Drayan, how are your teams doing restoring flight control to the station?  Any progress?

MED_Utoo says:
@CMO: Aye sir

EMH says:
@::gives Utoo a disdainful look::

SO_Danos says:
::growls something which would no doubt be colorful, were it comprehensible::

FCO_Vekh says:
*CEO*: Lt. Claymore. We have two more freighters with parts for the station. Shall I begin docking procedures, sir?

CEO_JJ says:
::shimmies back to a Jefferies Tube Junction and then slides down a ladder to Deck 33::

EMH says:
@CMO: I am perfectly capable of handling this procedure myself.

CTO_Matt says:
::looks at his console and notice that the glitch has been fixed::  TAC:  Yes, that is working better now.  See if anybody else needs any help here in OPS.

CNS_Savar says:
::Walks onto the station from the docking port and heads towards 2nd OPS::

CMO_Rex says:
@EMH: Stick it up your diodes.

MED_Utoo says:
@EMH: There is extensive optic nerve damage, and it is a 2 person job

EMH says:
@::blinks::

CEO_JJ says:
*FCO*: are the major support beams that those freighters have?

FCO_Vekh says:
OPS: We are making the best. FCO stations on 2nd OPS feature only much basic softwares. Much has to enhanced for the traffic we usually get here.

TAC_Kelor says:
CTO: Yep.  Whats left of our defensive capabilities, sir?

CEO_JJ says:
::passes deck 20::

CNS_Savar says:
::Arrives in 2nd OPS:: All: Good day.

CMO_Rex says:
@::begins an intensive scan of the Captain's cranium::

CSec_Arco says:
FCO:  I'm heading to the docking bay where those freighters are coming in.

FCO_Vekh says:
*CEO*: Will check on it, sir.

OPS_Danfo says:
FCO:  Alright, well, let me know when we at least have partial manuevering capabilities.  At least without the rest of the station coming apart.

MED_Utoo says:
@EMH: Are you gonna save this mans sight or just stand there!

OPS_Danfo says:
::mutters a hello to the Counselor::

FCO_Vekh says:
CSec: Aye, sir.

SO_Danos says:
::gets up from underneath the console and looks around the secondary ops room, seeing if there is anything else that needs his magically destructive touch::

OPS_Danfo says:
::A lot is on his mind.  The death of so many has made him really think::

EMH says:
@::gives Utoo a withering glare::

CSec_Arco says:
FCO:  Sir?  Better get your vision tested.  Cheers.

CEO_JJ says:
::stops on ladder just outside of Main Engineering, straights Uniform then enters ME::

Capt_Reed says:
@::laying on the table, totally unaware of what is going on around him::

CMO_Rex says:
@Actually, this hemorrhage isn't so bad.

TAC_Kelor says:
ALL (in ops): who needs help?

CTO_Matt says:
TAC:  We have no power to the main armament, which most was destroyed by that cloud and our shields are practically useless without any generators for the upper shields.

CMO_Rex says:
@Don't get me wrong, it's quite serious, but not hard to fix.

CNS_Savar says:
::Sits in available seat at Aux Science and brings up an experement he's been working on::

OPS_Danfo says:
CTO: How are the defensive systems holding up, Matt?

CEO_JJ says:
::walks over to core output station::

TAC_Kelor says:
CTO: That dosent sound too comforting?

EMH says:
@MED: Make yourself useful and run some electrochemical conductivity scans on the nerves.

FCO_Vekh says:
::opens channel:: COMM:Auriga: This is Arcadia Flight Control. State the nature of your cargo. Acknowledge.

CTO_Matt says:
Danfo:  We don't have any defensive systems that are capable of being defensive.  

MED_Utoo says:
::Scans the captain::

CEO_JJ says:
::types in a few commands then notices that no one is in the room::

OPS_Danfo says:
CTO: Just tell me what you need and I'll try to reroute repair teams to the affected areas.

CMO_Rex says:
@::begins to repair the damaged artery in the Captain's brain::

CEO_JJ says:
self: darn it, ::makes notes to ask for more Engineers from Starfleet::

SO_Danos says:
::walks over next to the CEO::  CEO: Anything you need help with?  Besides everything, of course.

MED_Utoo says:
@EMH: There isn't much damage, its just streched real bad!

FCO_Vekh says:
<Auriga> COMM:Arcadia: We are transporting general replacement material and raw titanium, Arcadia.

CTO_Matt says:
Danfo:  Well, it is kinda hard to repair those things that aren't working, since they need to be replaced when we get the hull back together.

CNS_Savar says:
::Taps console:: No.. more of this...

MED_Utoo says:
@EMH: Will it return to its normal size?

EMH says:
@::looks holes through Utoo:: CMO: Where did you find him?

EMH says:
@MED: It's a nerve, not a rubber band.

TAC_Kelor says:
::goes to work on some system that needs fixing::

FCO_Vekh says:
*CEO*: Sir, not good news on the freighters. Only general hardware and ... humm... some ... more ... raw ...titanium, sir.

SO_Danos says:
::realizes the man he was talking to isn't the CEO, but just a general Engineering lackey and moves away as discreetly as possible::

MED_Utoo says:
@EMH: He was transported here from complete vacume, where I administered a shot of TRI-OXIDE and put him into stasis

CMO_Rex says:
@EMH: Doctor, remember that some of us aren't hooked up to a medical database.

FCO_Vekh says:
COMM:Auriga: Acknoleadge. Please, proceed to waiting orbit on bearing 130 mark 56 and wait for clearance.

OPS_Danfo says:
::frustrated:: CTO: Then give me an alternative. We can't have a station without defenses.

CEO_JJ says:
::growls:: *FCO*: Tell them to dock and unload then get me a secure channel to Starfleet Operations

CEO_JJ says:
*FCO*: I mean have the OPS officer get one

EMH says:
@MED: Vacuum exposure? Why on earth didn't you say that in the first place?

SO_Danos says:
::taps his commbadge, thinking, let's try this one more time::  *CEO* Aything I can do for you, Chief?

CMO_Rex says:
@EMH: Because you haven't shut up long enough.

TAC_Kelor says:
OPS:  We still have the Thomas, dont we?

CTO_Matt says:
::looks at his console and presses a few buttons::  hmmm... Danfo:  Well, you could send a crew down to the lower shield emitters and have them start working on them until we get the upper emitters back in place.

EMH says:
@::sniffs disdainfully::

OPS_Danfo says:
TAC: Sure do.

MED_Utoo says:
@EMH: You should be able to diagnostic!

FCO_Vekh says:
*CEO*: Aye, sir. :: turns to Danforth :: OPS: Dan, Chief Claymore wants you to get him a secure channel to SF Command ASAP.

CMO_Rex says:
@MED: Oh, don't bother arguing with him. He thinks he knows everything... and he's even more insufferable because for all intents and purposes, he *does* know everything.

CSec_Arco says:
::Arrives at the docking port and checks his PADD for the cargon manifest and crew roster::

CEO_JJ says:
*SO*: You're a science officer, you had training in sensor repair, try working on the targeting sensors on deck 10, remember your SWEG

TAC_Kelor says:
OPS:that should be good for the moment or how about seeing if fleet will lend us another one for the moment?

OPS_Danfo says:
CTO: Thanks, Matt.  I'll have them start right away.

SO_Danos says:
*CEO* Acknowledged.

MED_Utoo says:
@EMH: I'm gonna check the computer!

EMH says:
@MED: Do you think you can manage to remove a portion of the optic nerves and re-attach them?

SO_Danos says:
::heads out of the secondary OPS and towards a turbolift, grabbing an enviro suit and pulling it on as he goes::

OPS_Danfo says:
FCO: You got it.  One secure channel coming up.  CEO: Chief, you have a secure line being routed to your area now.

MED_Utoo says:
@EMH: If you can I can

OPS_Danfo says:
::routing secure line::

CTO_Matt says:
TAC:  The major problem is that we cannot put shields up to deflect any attack done to us, as we do not have full shields to activate.  We do have a few phasers emitters that was not destroyed by the cloud, but, our major priority is the shields.

EMH says:
@MED: Of course I can.

EMH says:
@::begins the procedure::

CEO_JJ says:
::finishes up the last few commands on the core:: *OPS*: Thanks, the core should start putting out some more, but I can't tell you how much, we're at our limits

FCO_Vekh says:
COMM:Auriga: This is Arcadia again. Commence docking procedure. You are to lay a course to Outer Docking Arm #4, starbord side. COMM:Celeste: Freighter Celeste, follow Auriga's pattern, 500 meters apart and dock at Arm #4, section 2. Confirm, Please.

SO_Danos says:
::steps into the TL::  TL: deck ten, override safeties.

MED_Utoo says:
::Grabs a lazer scapul, and starts to carefully separate and re-atach his optic nerves::

CEO_JJ says:
::walks into office and presses a control on his desk a man appears:: Person: Who are you?

TAC_Kelor says:
CTO: So, i should attempt to work on those first?

OPS_Danfo says:
CEO: Got it.  Thanks.  I'll try to work miracles from up here.

CTO_Matt says:
*CEO*  Sir, is it possible to jury rig some shield emitters so that we can direct some shield power to the upper shield area?

CMO_Rex says:
@::finishes the artery repairs::

FCO_Vekh says:
<Auriga> and <Celeste> COMM:Arcadia: We copied. Comming in now.

MED_Utoo says:
::Finishes up:: @EMH: Hows my work doctor?

OPS_Danfo says:
CTO: What if we loaded shield emitters onto modified probes?  Would that work?

EMH says:
@::examines the nerve::

CEO_JJ says:
*CTO*: I'm busy at the moment, confer with OPS see if there is any generators in storage

EMH says:
@MED: An adequate, job, I suppose. Not bad for an amateur.

TAC_Kelor says:
CTO: That might work.

CMO_Rex says:
@::shakes his head::

SO_Danos says:
::steps out onto deck ten, trying to avoid the numerous gashes in the hull::

CSec_Arco says:
COMM: FCO:  I have a team at arm 4 for security control.  I'm heading to look in on the temporary quarters.

CTO_Matt says:
Danfo:  probes do not have the power to emit a shield around the upper portion of the staion.

CEO_JJ says:
COMM: SFOPS: Hello, is there a problem with the audio?

CMO_Rex says:
@Computer, deactivate the EMH before Ensign Utoo resigns his commission.

EMH says:
@CMO: I beg your pard---

Host SFOPS says:
COMM:Arcadia: I can barely copy you, Arcadia Station.  Say again.

OPS_Danfo says:
CTO: But if we loaded an emitter onto the probe and rerouted power to the emitter from the station, do you think it might work?

MED_Utoo says:
@CMO: I suggest we administor 20 cc of inpendrezine

CMO_Rex says:
@MED: I think you can manage to complete the job.

CNS_Savar says:
::Gets up to leave and mediate off duty, leaving instructions that he should be contacted if he is needed::

SO_Danos says:
::finally locates the primary sensor relay for level ten and rips the cover off, seeing no need to be particularly tidy at this point::

CEO_JJ says:
self: Guess so, COMM: SFOPS: I'll make it quick, QUIT SENDING COMMON SUPPLIES, we're missing a quarter of the station here, we need major beam members, structural support beams!

OPS_Danfo says:
CTO: It probably doesn't matter anyway.  Currently, we don't have enough emitters or generators in stock to effectively create a shield to cover the station.

CSec_Arco says:
COMM: CNS:  I'm heading down to check on the temporary quarters and see how everyone is doing.  Care to join me?

MED_Utoo says:
@CMO: Should I administor that doctor?

FCO_Vekh says:
:: goes to his antigrav pallet and take out a pair of isolinear chips::

Host SFOPS says:
COMM:Arcadia: They should have been in the first, shipment, CEO.  Did they not arrive?

CMO_Rex says:
@MED: make it 10 cc now and 10 later. No sense in improving the transmission of his pain receptors while you're slicing his optic nerves.

TAC_Kelor says:
OPS: So that aside, who needs help doing what?

CNS_Savar says:
*CSec*: I shall join you.  Where would be best?

MED_Utoo says:
::Gives the captain the shot::

CTO_Matt says:
Danfo:  We could use the emitters that are currently working and try to spread them out across the station with the ones in storage to try and have an effective shield for the station.

OPS_Danfo says:
TAC: Do you have any engineering training at all?  I mean even a little?

CEO_JJ says:
COMM: SFOPS: If they were here we would have started rebuilding the station, at the moment we are running around trying to get major systems jerry rigged

FCO_Vekh says:
:: opens an underside panel and replaces the two fused chips there::

FCO_Vekh says:
::checks his console and looks satisfied:: SELF: Yes, much better this way.

TAC_Kelor says:
OPS: Some, in the areas of weapon systems and defensive systems.

SO_Danos says:
::notes a tangled bundle of optical cabel hanging over the circuit box and tears them out so he can get in and maneuver::

CSec_Arco says:
*CNS*  Deck 11 section 12 to start.  Those quarters are doubled up right now and tempers are starting to get short.

CMO_Rex says:
@::moves to assist Utoo with the nerve repairs::

OPS_Danfo says:
CTO: That's a great idea!  I'll try to re-route power to the emitters.  See if you can configure the emitters to widen the field.

Host SFOPS says:
COMM:Arcadia: I will attempt to locate the supply ships for you, CEO.

OPS_Danfo says:
TAC: Head down to level 33 and see how you can help the Chief.  Apparently, we need the most help in engineering.

CNS_Savar says:
*CSec*: Understood.  ::Heads towards Deck 11::

FCO_Vekh says:
*CSec*: Freighters ETA is 5 minutes, now.

MED_Utoo says:
@CMO: Once we have this repaired, how long before the captain is fit for duty?

CEO_JJ says:
COMM: SFOPS: Good, tell them to step on it too, we won't be able to handle any emergencies that may come up

OPS_Danfo says:
TAC: And Jordan?  Hurry.  He's getting grumpy.

TAC_Kelor says:
OPS: Good idea :: Leaves ops for main engineering::

CMO_Rex says:
@MED: I'd rather err on the side of caution, but for some reason I don't think we'll have the luxury of keeping him for observation.

MED_Utoo says:
@::Still fixing the captains optic nerve::

CTO_Matt says:
::starts to work on a reconfiguration of the station shield emitters and generators to get an effective defense against an attack with the supplies that they have::

Host SFOPS says:
COMM:Arcadia: Starfleet out.

CSec_Arco says:
*FCO*  Roger that.  Team Epsilon in place.

CEO_JJ says:
::nods head::

SO_Danos says:
::notes how large the sensor relay for this deck is::  *CEO* Can you spare someone to get up here and help me sort this relay out?

CNS_Savar says:
::Arrives on Deck 11 and hears screaming::

FCO_Vekh says:
COMM:Auriga:Celeste: Your are now to transfer control to Dock Control. Confirm.

OPS_Danfo says:
::starts to reroute enough power to try the great shield experiement::

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: OK, I am done with the secure channel, hold on

MED_Utoo says:
@CMO: We should release him as early as possible and get him to come twice a day

CEO_JJ says:
*SO*: I'll work on it.

CMO_Rex says:
@::taps his combadge:: Rex to whomever's in charge up there. The captain will make a full recovery.

FCO_Vekh says:
<Auriga/Celeste>COMM:Arcadia: Confirmed, transfering control on my mark 3... 2... 1... now!

CSec_Arco says:
::in TL going up to Deck 11::

OPS_Danfo says:
CEO: I've sent Jordan down to help you.  He's got some engineering experience.

TAC_Kelor says:
:: leaves the turbolift and makes his way to main engineering::

CNS_Savar says:
::Stands outside doors and hears screaming... two males::

SO_Danos says:
*CEO* Understood.

CMO_Rex says:
@MED: twice a day? It's hard enough to get officers to come in for physicals twice a YEAR.

CTO_Matt says:
Danfo:  make a note that we should make sure that we have the shield generators and emitters as well as the phaser arrays to replace all and have them stored on the mining planet for quick pickup and repair.

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: see if you can't locate that freighter with the major replacement parts, also check the area for some other Starfleet ships, we could use the extra personnel and room

MED_Utoo says:
@CMO: Dont forget that you have the athority to make him do that

FCO_Vekh says:
:: assumes command of automated docking patterns and route the freithers over toward Arm #4. ::

TAC_Kelor says:
CEO: Put me to work sir?

OPS_Danfo says:
CEO: Got it, Chief.

CSec_Arco says:
:: Arrives on Deck 11, turns right and heads for section 12::

OPS_Danfo says:
CTO: No problem.  Let's see what we can do.

FCO_Vekh says:
:: brings the freighters in, taking their impulse engines off-line ::

CNS_Savar says:
::Turns and sees CSec approach:: CSec: Your assistance, please.

CMO_Rex says:
@MED: Well, I think he's going to be in sickbay a bit longer than he thinks. ::glances over:: Have you put the eyeball back in its socket yet?

CEO_JJ says:
TAC: you're in luck, I've got a job that just came in ::Stands up:: The SO is on Deck 10 working on the sensors, head up there and work with him, remember that you have to wear a suit

CTO_Matt says:
::thinks to himself and starts to wonder about the mining colony and opens a hailing frequency to the colony::  COLONY::  This is Arcadia Station calling the mining colony.

TAC_Kelor says:
CEO: On my way

SO_Danos says:
*CTO* I need you to deactivate the sensor feeds from deck 10 from your location, so that I can begin diagnostics.  Also, you're welcome to join me.  ::grin::

TAC_Kelor says:
::grabs a suit and puts it on en route to deck 10::

MED_Utoo says:
@CMO: Yes I have, The opperation is completed, I just hope he doesent get smacked in the back of the head

FCO_Vekh says:
:: locks docking tractor beams to freighters and engage, bringing them to a stop ::

FCO_Vekh says:
OPS: Dan, I need some power for the magnectic moorings for those freighters on Arm #4.

OPS_Danfo says:
COMM: To any Starfleet ships in the area.  This is the Arcadias Station.  Please respond.

CSec_Arco says:
CNS: Certainly. ::hits door chime::

CMO_Rex says:
@MED: Oh, that won't be a problem, we're going to suture his eyes shut.

CNS_Savar says:
CSec: I tried that

CTO_Matt says:
::does get an answer and tries again::  COLONY:COMM:  This is Arcadia Station hailing the mining colony, please respond.

OPS_Danfo says:
FCO: Drayan, you're going to have to give me a minute.  I'm rerouting power to the shields to see if we can modify them.

CEO_JJ says:
COMM *CMO*: What is the condition of the Captain?

TAC_Kelor says:
::on deck 10:: All: Hi im here to help

CTO_Matt says:
::pushes a few buttons and deactivates the feed to the sensors on deck 10::

Host Unknown says:
COMM: Arcadia: We are not a Starfleet vessel, but we would be happy to help.

CNS_Savar says:
CSec: Perhaps you can overide the lock with a Security code?

CMO_Rex says:
COMM: CEO: He'll be awake as soon as we sew his eyelids shut.

CSec_Arco says:
*Computer* Security override authorization 26 blue 19.

SO_Danos says:
::turns to see the TO step onto the deck::  TO: I need you to help me remove the casing on this relay.

CTO_Matt says:
COMM:Unknown:  Who is this that offers us help?

FCO_Vekh says:
OPS: Dan, be quick with that minute, the docking beams will not hold for long and the freighters will have to break out

TAC_Kelor says:
SO: Ok ::removes casing::

CMO_Rex says:
@::sutures the left eye shut as Utoo does the right::

CSec_Arco says:
::As door opens stands to a side::  All: Security coming in.

CEO_JJ says:
COMM: CMO: Uh, you're lost me there doctor, but just get him up as soon as possible, Starfleet doesn't seem to listen to me too well when I ask for supplies

TAC_Kelor says:
SO: what are you trying to do?

CTO_Matt says:
::tries to get a sensor reading and direction of the communication that is coming in::

CNS_Savar says:
::Stands behind CSec, waiting for his move::

SO_Danos says:
TO: Had any experience dealing with sensor relays?

CEO_JJ says:
::grabs tool kit and walks over to master systems display::

OPS_Danfo says:
COMM: Unknown vessel.  Thank you.  Do you have any trained engineers on board or medical personnel?

MED_Utoo says:
@CMO: How will ha be fit for duty if we sature his eye shut

TAC_Kelor says:
SO: Some not much but some.

CMO_Rex says:
COMM: CEO: Well, we wouldn't want the captain's eyes falling out at an inopportune moment, would we?

OPS_Danfo says:
::transferring power to the magnetic couplings::

TAC_Kelor says:
SO: you lead and i will follow

OPS_Danfo says:
FCO: Drayan, you 've got power.

Host Unknown says:
COMM:Arcadia: We have many trained in the ways of builders.

SO_Danos says:
TO: Oh sorry, I should have told you that to begin with.  I'm trying to get these sensors to work.  Easier said than done though.

CSec_Arco says:
::Moves slowly into the room looking for occupants::

CMO_Rex says:
@MED: He can still listen to reports and give orders.

CNS_Savar says:
::Folows CSec:: CSec: I heard two voices::

CMO_Rex says:
@::gives the CO a mild stimulant::

CEO_JJ says:
COMM: CMO: I understand now, that is a good idea, just have him use your office when he is able

OPS_Danfo says:
CEO: Chief.  This sounds weird.  I want to patch you into this communication.

MED_Utoo says:
@CMO: Yes sir

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: I am heading to Ops now, patch it through till I get there

TAC_Kelor says:
SO: well lets get at em

FCO_Vekh says:
OPS: Just in time. Thanks, Dan ::engage magnectic mouring and finishes docking the freighters:: *CSec*: Freighters are in, Arconus. All yours now.

CSec_Arco says:
Room:  What's all the commotion in here?

CMO_Rex says:
@MED: You can give him that second injection... mix a painkiller in there too.

SO_Danos says:
::point to a compartment in the relay::  TO: I need you to check all of the communication systems.  Maye sure our problems aren't in the systems not being able to talk to each other.

Capt_Reed says:
@::tries to open eyes, but sees nothing::

Capt_Reed says:
@::listens carefully to the room around him::

OPS_Danfo says:
*CEO: I told them we needed assistance.  They're not Starfleet, but I asked if they had any engineers.  They said they had many who are trained as "builders"

CMO_Rex says:
@CO: I wouldn't try that, sir. You'll tear the sutures.

CTO_Matt says:
::opens a comm to the Thomas::  COMM:Thomas:  We have an unidenfied comm with a non-Starfleet ship, could you please investigate this communication and find out who they are before we as for help from the wrong people.  ::done so that the Unknow cannot hear his communcation to the Thomas::

TAC_Kelor says:
SO:: One reinterfacing of the communications system coming right up

CSec_Arco says:
*FCO* Right.  *Team Epsilon* Acknowledge and execute SOPs.

MED_Utoo says:
@CO: And I dont want to do it again

TAC_Kelor says:
:: Works away at the com system::

CEO_JJ says:
*OPS*: Humm, who are they, might be a problem with the universal translator

Capt_Reed says:
@CMO/MED:  What happened?

CMO_Rex says:
@CO: God only knows we don't want to activate that EMH again.

CEO_JJ says:
::walks out of engineering tool kit in had and climbs the Jefferies Tube ladder::

FCO_Vekh says:
:: checks incoming traffic schedule. Nothing about the unknown vessel. No ships are due whithin the next 3 hours::

CMO_Rex says:
@CO: You were suffering from vacuum exposure. We had to perform repairs to your optic nerves.

CSec_Arco says:
::takes out PADD and looks up who is assigned to the room::

MED_Utoo says:
@CO: you were blown out into vacume

Host Unknown says:
COMM:Arcadia: If your vessel, Thomas,::pause::would direct its sensors to its starboard side, they will detect us.

OPS_Danfo says:
COMM: This is the Arcadia Station to Unknown Vessel.  Can you identify yourself?

SO_Danos says:
::sets to work checking the tachyon flux meters, on a thought that this vaporous cloud might have something to do with another vaporous cloud called the Calamarain::

CNS_Savar says:
::Turns to one crewmember:: You.  What is going on?

CTO_Matt says:
<Thomas>  COMM:Arcadia:  Aye, Sir.  ::does a sensor scan of the area::

OPS_Danfo says:
CTO: Matt, they heard you.

Capt_Reed says:
@CMO/MED:  Was there any permenant damage?

CMO_Rex says:
@CO: I'm going to keep you around here for a while, but feel free to use my office to get in touch with the crew.

OPS_Danfo says:
CTO: Whoever, they are.

FCO_Vekh says:
CTO: I have no register of this vessel on the schedule. No ships for the next 3 hours, sir.

TAC_Kelor says:
SO: did that do the trick?

CNS_Savar says:
*Crewmember*: He refuses to give me my fair share of these quarters.

CEO_JJ says:
::get out of JT and enters 2nd::

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: Status report

CMO_Rex says:
@CO: No permanent damage. Your eyes are sutured shut at the moment because we don't want your eyes falling out when someone slaps you on the back to celebrate your return.

Capt_Reed says:
@CMO:  How long before I get to use my eyes again?

CMO_Rex says:
@CO: About a week, to be on the safe side.

SO_Danos says:
TO: I didn't think it would help much.  The damae is too widespread.

Capt_Reed says:
@::slides into a sitting position, getting ready to get off the biobed::

CNS_Savar says:
2nd Crewmember: And your story?

OPS_Danfo says:
CEO: Nothing new, sir.  The CTO is attempting to identify the spacecraft now.  It is apparent that they intercepted a transmission between the station and the ship...even though it was secured.

CMO_Rex says:
@::takes the CO's arm and leads him to his office::

TAC_Kelor says:
SO: no easy fixes, eh?

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: The Thomas trains its sensors to starboard it detects a large vessel.

Capt_Reed says:
@::walks into the office without any trouble::

CNS_Savar says:
<2nd Crew>: I gave him enough space.  He's just hogging space.

OPS_Danfo says:
COMM:  Once again, unidentified vessel.  Please identify yourself.

FCO_Vekh says:
CEO: Vessel is at bearing 090 mark 100 sir.

SO_Danos says:
TO: That wouldn't be very interesting.  ::grins::

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: If it was secure and they were able to detect it then we have a problem period, contact starfleet command tell them what is up

CSec_Arco says:
Crewmen:  Now lads we can't be screaming about these things.  Times are tough.  Take it down to the gym and work it out person to person.  I left space there exactly for this type of thing.

OPS_Danfo says:
CEO: Sir, won't they just intercept that transmission, too?

Capt_Reed says:
@CMO:  Could I have a few moments of privacy while I check up on a few things?  I'll call you if I have any problems..

CEO_JJ says:
FCO: Point the bottom of the station in that direction, that is the only side we have shields working at the moment, don't want to take any chances

CNS_Savar says:
Crewmen: Exactly

OPS_Danfo says:
CEO: They might regard that as hostile.

CMO_Rex says:
@CO: Certainly, sir.

TAC_Kelor says:
SO: No, no it wouldn't be that at all. ::works away at this thing liek he will get it done in his lifetime::

FCO_Vekh says:
SELF: another light creature.

CMO_Rex says:
@::grabs a couple of PADDs and his tricorder and phaser and walks out of his office::

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: use a different channel, the highest security protocol, and triple encrypt

FCO_Vekh says:
CEO: Aye, sir. Executing. :: enhance SIF generators to proceed with moving the station::

Capt_Reed says:
@::activates the computer console::

OPS_Danfo says:
CEO: Sir.  What if they are friendly?  Given our current status, the could have probably attacked already anyway.

CNS_Savar says:
::Watches the crewmembers leave the quarters muttering profanitites:: CSec: Shall we move on?

SO_Danos says:
::sets back to his work area::  TO: Don't hesitate to talk.  It can get quite lonely in space, especially when the hull is breached all around you.

FCO_Vekh says:
OPS: Dan, you'll kill me, but now I need power to the SIF generators.

CTO_Matt says:
CEO:  Sir, it seems that the Thomas is having troubles getting a reading on the ship, as they are emitting a large amount of energy that obscures our sensors.

CSec_Arco says:
CNS: Yes.  Things are going to start bubbling over all about the station now.

OPS_Danfo says:
FCO: And where am I supposed to pull THAT from?

CEO_JJ says:
CTO: Have them keep trying

TAC_Kelor says:
SO:  Ok, so where are you from?

Capt_Reed says:
@Computer:  Switch to audio mode, low volume.

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: Just do it, we are in no way able to fight

OPS_Danfo says:
COMM:  Again, unidentified vessel.  Please identify yourselves.

FCO_Vekh says:
:: engage manouver thrusters and the station stars rotating slowly::

FCO_Vekh says:
:: the floor vibrates a little with the movement ::

CNS_Savar says:
CSec: Indeed.  Didn't they have to learn to adapt in the academy?

OPS_Danfo says:
CEO: Aye, sir.

CTO_Matt says:
::nods to the CEO::  COMM::Thomas: put them on main viewer and transfer the feed to us.

FCO_Vekh says:
OPS: Try secondary systems, perhaps

SO_Danos says:
::phase-modulates a baryon collector by .56::  TO: A lovely little planet called Rutia IV, yourself?

Capt_Reed says:
@::"reads" through the recent events, including logs and communication transmissions::

CTO_Matt says:
CEO:  Sir, we also have a problem with the mining colony.

CSec_Arco says:
CSec:  Yes but having you quarters dissolve out from under you puts a person in strange mood.

CEO_JJ says:
::thinks, thinks, thinks, is reminded of the command test at the academy::

CEO_JJ says:
CTO: Explain

Host Unknowns says:
COMM:Arcadia: We are travellers through your galaxy.  We mean only good intentions.

MED_Utoo says:
::Walks to the computer and reads up on the medical files of diseases and treatments::

TAC_Kelor says:
SO Earth, Canada.  How long have you been here?  :: hits the panel in a momentary fit of fruastration::

FCO_Vekh says:
CEO: Sir, coming about - as better as possible. Lower decks are know aimed towards the incoming vesse..

OPS_Danfo says:
COMM: Starfleet: This is an encrypted message to Starfleet Command using emergency channel Alpha-Two-Nine.  Security Clearance level 2 and above only.  An unidentified vessel has approached...

CTO_Matt says:
CEO:  I tried to contact them, wondering if the cloud might have visited them, and I got no respond to my communications.

CNS_Savar says:
CSec: Logical.

CNS_Savar says:
::Turns to leave and go to next 'disturbance'::

OPS_Danfo says:
COMM: Starfleet (cont): the station and is offering us assistance.  Currently CEO Claymore is in charge.  They appear non-hostile at the present time.

SO_Danos says:
::hits hand on a piece of...something and curses as his fingers go numb::  TO: Long enough to learn to carry a small engineering kit everwhere I go.  ::grins::

OPS_Danfo says:
FCO: I'll try Drayan.  Hold on.

CEO_JJ says:
CTO: Lovely, as soon as we find out who are samaritians are we will have to investigate further

OPS_Danfo says:
::rerouting power from everywhere possible to increase the SIF::

Host AGMDave says:
ACTION: There is no response from Starfleet.

Capt_Reed says:
@::feels around the desk for a PADD to make a few notes on::

OPS_Danfo says:
FCO: You've got power.  But it's thin on the margin.

CTO_Matt says:
CEO:  Sir, once this is resolved, I could take a team of security and medical to the colony to investigate.

CSec_Arco says:
CNS:  I think that we should arrange the quarters by duty shift so one set of crew is always on duty and the other has the place to themsevles.

TAC_Kelor says:
SO:  That kind of a place?  ::wonders if pressing this button will do anything different tat the time he pressed it last::

OPS_Danfo says:
CEO: Sir.  Starfleet isn't responding.  The ship has responded though and offers us only its best intentions.

CNS_Savar says:
CSec: Wouldn't that have been done already?

CEO_JJ says:
CTO: We'll have to do that, but afterwards. What's up on the Thomas

FCO_Vekh says:
:: makes small adjustments on Arcadia's position :: CEO: This is the better I can do in the situation. More of that and we might break down the rest of Arcadia.

FCO_Vekh says:
OPS: Acknowleadge. Will make sure to use it wisely. ::grins::

SO_Danos says:
TO: It isn't all bad.  It's just best to expect the unexpected.

CTO_Matt says:
CEO:  I have not heard back from them, Sir.

CEO_JJ says:
::thinks, what is the regulation on this::

Capt_Reed says:
@::makes his notes, and begins a staff message regarding a meeting in the Thomas observation lounge::

TAC_Kelor says:
SO: so loosing a quarter of the station on my first day isn't the normal kind of thing to expect?

CEO_JJ says:
OPS: Tell them to hold position we are having some core trouble, and make it look like the core is over loading a bit

OPS_Danfo says:
COMM: Unidentified vessel.  what is the name of your ship?  What species type are you?

SO_Danos says:
::swaps around a few isolinear chips, pleased to see a few more blinky lights come on::

OPS_Danfo says:
CEO: Aye, sir.

TAC_Kelor says:
SO: What did you just do?:: wonders why all those lights just came on::

SO_Danos says:
TO: Well get the station all patched up.

CEO_JJ says:
::keeps thinking, ship unknown intentions but able to crack our secure comms::

CSec_Arco says:
CNS:  With the Starfleet crew yes.  Its the civys who'll start cracking up soonest.

SO_Danos says:
TO: Apparently something that worked.  ::grins broadly::

FCO_Vekh says:
CEO: Sir, shall I slave Science station to mine in the absence of officers?

TAC_Kelor says:
SO: lets do more of that then.

CEO_JJ says:
FCO: Make it so

MED_Utoo says:
::still researching at the computer::

OPS_Danfo says:
COMM: Unidentified vessel.  Please hold position.  We are having a minor problem with our power distribution.

CTO_Matt says:
CEO:  Sir, I think their power is disrupting our communications.

Host Unknowns says:
COMM:Arcadia: Names and labels do not apply to us.  We have not used such things for centuries.  ::hint of amusement in the voice::

CMO_Rex says:
COMM: Arcadia: The captain's up and around now.

CNS_Savar says:
SCec: Can we put Crew into the Thomas's quarters?  And put civilians in crew quarters for a while?

FCO_Vekh says:
CEO: Aye. ::taps the command and digitalizes a science board behing his FCO console::

CEO_JJ says:
ALL: I don't like the sound of that

SO_Danos says:
TO: Not a bad idea.  Let me see if I can figure out what I did.

OPS_Danfo says:
CEO: Now what, sir?  They don't use names.  Not for centuries.  Are they that much more advanced?

CEO_JJ says:
CTO: Keep working on that

OPS_Danfo says:
CEO:  And I didn't like that laugh.

FCO_Vekh says:
:: direct all available long range scanners toward the unknown ship::

TAC_Kelor says:
SO: any idea of how many people wer lost during the attack?

CSec_Arco says:
CNS:  We could but it would just be easier to organize them into support teams for us.  Keep them busy.  Could you arrange that?

Capt_Reed says:
@::gets up, PADD in hand, and slowly makes his way out of sickbay::

CEO_JJ says:
CTO: Threat analysis, an unknown ship which intercepted a secure comm and decoded it

Host AGMDave says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.

